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Message
from the

Executive Director

This Old ACMO
Welcome to the New Year and our “How-To” issue, chock-full
of great advice from experienced condominium management
professionals and industry providers. It’s a bit
like the television show, This Old House, which
features professionals providing homeowners
with expert advice for their home improvement
projects. ACMO has served as the This Old House
of condominium management since its inception, and it is a good analogy of what we offer members. We are a
community of condominium professionals learning, sharing, and
supporting one another with the goal of becoming better condominium management professionals. In this spirit, here is a glimpse
of our plans to provide how-to advice and education in 2022.
We have a robust lineup of educational events planned,
including 4 webinars, 2 luncheons, the AGM, a golf tournament (hmm… educational?), and our ACMO Awards event. In
May, we hope pandemic restrictions will ease so we can conduct
our first in-person event in two years; a luncheon on Avoiding
Reserve Fund Disasters. One of the positive learnings from the
pandemic was that members enjoy the ease and efficiency of
virtual educational events, and everyone can participate regardless of location. Given this, they will be a permanent part of our
annual event lineup. We also look forward to the return of the
industry-leading Condo Conference, a joint venture of ACMO
and CCI-Toronto to be held September 30 – October 1 at the
Beanfield Centre in Toronto. We’re putting together a stellar
learning and networking opportunity!

Last fall, we launched the Certificate Course Program, a
series of advanced continuing education courses as part
of our strategic shift away from licensing education. The
first course, Advanced Plumbing & Water Management,
was a great success, and members can look forward to
repeating this course this year. In addition, we are developing new course offerings for 2022 in the areas of ethics,
conflict management and communications, occupational
health and safety, insurance and new buildings/Tarion.
The program’s purpose is to provide RCMs with more
advanced education to enhance and further differentiate
their RCM. Certificate Course completion will also integrate into the new RCM requirements, details of which
will be unveiled in the fall.
While educating members, we will also be focused on
promoting the RCM designation, ACMO 2000 Certification program, and ACMO membership with ongoing
marketing and communications. We’re planning several
digital and print promotional campaigns, four issues of
CM Magazine, weekly e-newsletters, and 500+ website
and social media posts. All told, our communications will
generate an estimated 1,500,000 media impressions while
delivering timely news and content to help members stay
educated and informed.
Knowledge, connection, and support are what our
members can expect by tuning into “This Old ACMO”
in 2022. n

Paul B. MacDonald
Executive Director
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Message
from the

President

Value in Sharing Knowledge
I always consider the coming of
spring to be a “fresh start” opportunity.
This year, more than
any other, I’m thinking of how I can keep
all the best parts of the
past as we chart new
possibilities. Perhaps
this thinking was launched in part as a
response to the reopening of amenities
spaces. As we emerged from emergency
orders and restrictions were lifted
(even partially), communities started
to wonder if they might prefer a “new
normal” instead of simply reverting
policies they might have had in place
BC (Before COVID-19). When we have
the opportunity, looking at all elements
of our community with fresh eyes is a
best practice. We want to ensure that
how we do things remains the best way,
or the most appropriate balance, in the
face of competing needs.
In this “How To” issue, industry peers
will share tips and best practices for
managing your community and attending to its changing needs. I have always
valued this kind of sharing; something

ACMO does exceptionally well. I am

forever grateful for every new trick I
was able to add to my toolbox, and I’m
always excited to share a little advice if I
think there’s a workaround that will be
more efficient or effective. As I always
say, I’ll steal a good idea from anyone! I
say it tongue in cheek, of course, because
in addition to sharing knowledge, I’m a
huge believer in sharing the accolades.
Condominiums are only successful
when we take an all-hands-on-deck
approach. It’s necessary to share information, communicate well, rely upon
our trusted partners and professionals,
and modify plans as needed when new
information becomes available.
I have always appreciated the opportunity to discuss burning issues of the
moment with colleagues and professionals
at ACMO events. It is why I am so thrilled
to ask you to save the dates September 30
– October 1, 2022. I’m looking forward to
a good old-fashioned, in-person ACMO/
CCI Condominium Conference in the
GTA at the Enercare and Beanfield Centre.
For many of you long-time attendees,
you are as excited about this announce-

ment as I am. Anyone who hasn’t had
the privilege to attend, believe me,
you will want to be there. The Condominium Conference is the premier
conference for Ontario’s condominium
industry. This is our best opportunity
to network, exchange ideas and information, and connect with colleagues,
decision-makers, and industry movers
& shakers. I always find a new trusted
professional, a new product and a new
friend through the weekend.
There is a tonne of hard-hitting
education, innovation and information;
this is also an opportunity to celebrate
our successes and let our hair down a
little. The conference committee is planning some fun social events connected
to the conference.
You and I have a date: The Condominium Conference, September 30
– October 1 . I can’t wait to see you
there. n

Katherine Gow, RCM
ACMO President
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A quick glance at what’s happening with ACMO
and the condominium industry.
Industry Advocacy Update
In recent months ACMO ’s Government Relations
Committee has been active providing feedback to the
government on a number of issues impacting the condominium space, including:
• In November representatives from ACMO participated in
a consultation with MPP Chris Glover to provide feedback on
solving ‘the elevator crisis’ in high rise buildings and a number
of other issues of concern within the condominium industry.
• In response to a Ministry of Energy public consultation
seeking inputs on electricity suite metering, ACMO extended
its support for proposed regulatory changes to enable more
choice and competition in electricity suite metering.
• ACMO provided feedback to the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services ( MGCS ) regarding their
condominium insurance consultation to help inform
them about the issues and challenges the condominium
community is facing with respect to securing condominium
insurance in Ontario.

• ACMO extended support and feedback to the MGCS regarding their proposed legislative changes that enable condominiums
to utilize digital and virtual processes on a permanent basis.
• In January, representatives of ACMO met with the new
Minister of Government and Consumer Services, Ross Romano,
MPP Bob Bailey, and several MGCS staff to raise awareness of
ACMO and offer assistance on future industry consultations.
For more details on these issues, visit the Advocacy webpage
at acmo.org.
Condo Conference is Coming!
We’re excited to share that Condo Conference, the annual
condominium industry conference jointly organized by
ACMO and CCI-Toronto, will be returning in 2022! Make
sure to mark September 30 – October 1 , 2022 , in your
calendars and plan to join us for two days of education,
networking with industry suppliers and peers, and so much
more! More details will be released soon – stay tuned. We
look forward to seeing you there!
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For more information, visit condoconference.ca.
Recognizing Excellence
The last Virtual Luncheon of 2021
hosted the ACMO Condominium
Management Awards. Three condominium managers were recognized by their
peers for their excellence and contribution to the industry. Congratulations to
all the award recipients!
Manager of the Year: Bes Kondi, RCM
ACMO ’s premier award, Manager
of the Year, is presented to a Registered Condominium Manager who has
demonstrated an extraordinary commitment and dedication to professional
condominium property management.
Leader of the Year: Dean McCabe, RCM
The Leader of the Year Award is
presented to a Registered Condominium
Manager who has demonstrated team
leadership in business practices and/
or in the development of professional
property managers.
Genesis Award: Elliot Shermet
The Genesis Award is presented to a
condominium manager who is new in
the profession and has displayed exceptional service.
Congratulations New RCMs
ACMO wishes to recognize those
members who recently achieved their
RCM designation and have demonCion Coulter Third- Page ad FINAL.pdf 1 8/17/2020
strated a commitment
to professionalism

•

Reserve Fund Studies

•

Performance Audits

•

Water Leak Investigations

•

Rehabilitation Design

•

Building Envelope Services

•

Structural Engineering

•

Odour/Noise Migration

•

HVAC/ Energy Audits

•

Project Management

•

and a higher standard of condominium
management. Congratulations to all!
Christopher Andrews, RCM
Michael Bouchard, RCM
Christina Cirillo, RCM
Brittany Collens, RCM
Asadullah Khan, RCM
Arber Kila, RCM
Ka Yee Lo, RCM
Stephanie Pollard, RCM
Lamali Rajab, RCM
Katina Rama, RCM
Artan Shahinaj, RCM

Services and Trades at Your
Fingertips
Again, this year, the popular ACMO
Professional Services and Trades Directory was released in an easy-to-use digital
flip-book format. The interactive publication features direct links to the website of
the selected service provider saving time
and effort. Bookmark the online directory with an icon on your smartphone’s
home screen for quick access to hundreds
of companies that hold membership in
our professional community.

Welcome New ACMO Members
ACMO extends a warm welcome to
our newest members who have chosen
to elevate their business with membership in the Association. We look forward
to a mutually prosperous relationship.

For iPhones:

Corporate Member
Laker Property Management Ltd.
Cannon Greco Management Limited
Royal Property Management Ltd.
Associate Members
BayPath Inc.
Cambium Inc.
CleanMark Group Inc.
Como Construction Inc.
Emmacon Corp.
Entuitive Corporation
Falcon Fire Protection Inc.
IRC Building Sciences Group
Jaya Star Services
PFC Construction Inc.
Wasteco
7:10:35 PM
Wintür Windows and Doors Corp.

Step 1: From your phone, open
the Professional Services & Trades
Directory page on the ACMO website
at www.acmo.org
Step 2: Click on the icon of a box with
an arrow through it at the bottom of
the screen
Step 3: Click on “Add to Home Screen,”
and you are done!
For Androids:
Step 1: From your phone, open
the Professional Services & Trades
Directory page on the ACMO website
at www.acmo.org
Step 2: Click on the menu icon (3 lines)
at the bottom of the screen
Step 3: Click on “+ Add page to”
Step 4: Click on “Home screen,” and
you are done!

ProjectWeb FM
(Drawing Management)

Supporting your property needs
with our technical expertise

Offices in Toronto, Burlington, and Bracebridge
Toll Free 1-877-313-9862
www.cioncoulter.com
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Sarah Petrie, RCM
Senior Property Manager
The Enfield Group

For the Record:

Photo: © Bigstock.com/ Wise_ant

Comprehensive Record-Keeping
in the Digital Age
When you think about it, the amount
of documentation accumulated throughout the lifetime of a condominium may
likely reach the height of the Niagara
escarpment. Each condominium requires
extensive documentation of processes,
minutes, purchase orders, and corporation records, which are often required for
reference purposes years into the future.
For many boards of directors, the
act of record-keeping is a presumptive
inclusion as part of their corporation’s
property management agreement, and
the actual physical application of its
role often goes unseen. However, boards
need to consider being held responsible regarding their record-keeping
processes. Communication with their
management company is important to
ensure details regarding record retention within the management contract
are specific and reviewed regularly.

Appropriate, accurate, and complete
record-keeping is an essential tool
throughout the creation and duration of
a condominium property’s physical lifetime, and indeed, a requirement under
the Condominium Management Services
Act, 2015 (CMSA). At any point of turnover between two property management
companies, a complete record of all
aspects of the corporation is required.
While a checklist of items to be included
in the turnover is often specified, we still
find incomplete items.
Keeping accurate records is essential
to the operation of a condominium,
from unit owner specifics to time-line
tracking of contractors, finances and
minute books; there are multiple layers
of documentation to record—and legal
and ethical obligations in keeping them.
For records request purposes,
records are now divided into ‘Core’

and ‘Non-Core’ records. Core records
included the governing documents
such as the Declaration, By-Laws and
Rules, minutes from the last 12 months,
the current budget and financial statements, reserve fund studies, and mutual
agreements. Non-core records include
older sets of minutes (outside of the last
12 months), previous year’s budgets,
and older financial statements.
Property management companies
must ensure that they create and maintain records according to the legal and
ethical obligations outlined under the
CMSA and sections 34 and 35 of the
General Regulation (O. Reg 123/17).
Accurate and thorough records provide
extensive background information on
the condo corporation, which can prove
valuable for future owners, boards, and
management companies, ensuring an
accurate corporation history.
15

BEST Consultants Martin Gerskup Architect Inc.
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Consultants
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been

Audits

•

Building Repairs

•

Condition Assessments

•

Design

•

Energy Audits

•

Forensic Engineering

•

Investigations

•

Litigation Support

•

Professional Instruction

•

Reserve Fund Studies

•

Specifications
Phone:

serving the condominium industry

Email:

with quality and care since 1992.

Website:

The Building Envelope Experts
Contact us today for a quote!
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•

416-428-2378
info@bestconsultants.ca
bestconsultants.ca

Paper or Digital?
Now that the digital age has taken
over, many management companies are
turning towards digital archiving to cut
down on bulky storage requirements
and make files quick and easy to access
online. Now that we are working from
home more often, accessing digital documents is extremely helpful and allows for
smooth out-of-office working. It should
be noted that management companies
are currently under no obligation to store
records electronically. Still, given the ease
of transferring digital records from one
party to another, it is a common-sense
approach to records management.
As per the CAO, paper records must
be kept:
• On the condominium
corporation’s property;
• At another appropriate location;
or,
• At the office of the condominium
manager or condominium
management services provider,
provided that the location
is reasonably close to the
condominium corporation.
Electronic records must be kept:
• In a system that is capable of
reproducing the records or the
information contained in the
records in a reasonable time;
• Includes a password or other
method of protecting against
unauthorized access; and,
• In a way that automatically backs
up files and allows the recovery
of those files, or which otherwise
protects against loss, damage, or
inaccessibility of the records.
The decision on how records are
stored is ultimately that of the board
in discussion with their management

company. Still, paramount to their
decision should be the ease of obtaining
future access to records.
Why is Record-Keeping
Important?
Many property managers have been
questioned on past decision-making.
Keeping documentation in order
can raise the board’s confidence in a
manager and save time wasted trying to
dig up the past. Suppose a property is
experiencing lots of roof leaks, for example. In that case, a review of a proper
roofing file will include details of the last
major roofing project and information
related to individual unit leaks. Purchase
orders, reserve fund studies, and email
correspondence become relevant to
this. Additionally, proof of workmanship and product warranty are all items
to be saved carefully if a dispute arises.
What Happens When it Goes
Wrong?
Boards are free to choose whomever
they wish to look after their buildings,
and every piece of information relative
to that corporation must be transferred
over when a property has changed to
new management. It is frustrating to
take over a property and find incomplete monthly financial statements,
missing reserve fund studies, and spotty
minute records. The frustration is exacerbated when reviewing unit files for
status certificates and finding little or
no information—specifically relevant
when looking for Section 98 documentation. Perhaps the most frustrating of
all is receiving inaccurate owners’ lists
and amounts in arrears outside of the
90-day notice of lien period. There is
really no surprise that the directors

were looking for a change in management in these scenarios.
We now have many government
forms for reporting on the corporation’s
financial position or updates to board
members and insurance deduction
amounts. Would it make sense to incorporate a standardized Turnover form for
all property management companies
to use when transferring a corporation
from one company to another? Perhaps a
standard, mandatory form to be used and
signed off on by all parties in the transfer process would highlight the legal and
ethical obligations of doing so.
Historical background on communications with owners, contractors, and
board members can all be retained in
email form. Still, important emails detailing board decisions should not be stored
solely within an email inbox. Saving
emails within the corporation’s communication folders provide an extensive
background of information, but decisions on corporation matters should
also be ratified in the minutes to ensure
a clear and comprehensive record of the
decision. With the ability to store information digitally, we can provide extensive
records. If saved carefully and accessibly,
they are easy to find, and easy to provide
upon request to offer everyone peace of
mind. It certainly beats shuffling through
a mountain of papers! n
Sarah Petrie, RCM, began managing geared-to-income properties
in Toronto in 2006 and brought her
building management skills to the
condo industry in 2014. She joined
The Enfield Group in 2017, shortly after earning her RCM designation and
is now a Senior Property Manager.
enfield.net
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Brian Bosscher
president, founder
Condo Control Central

You Can’t Make
Everyone Happy
As a condominium manager, a big
part of your job is to enforce the corporation’s declarations, rules and bylaws.
It’s a tough role, especially when residents don’t agree with the rules.
Enforcing rules goes beyond catching and correcting bad behaviour. In
a compact community that houses
hundreds of people, problems are bound
to occur when you’re not around. Not all
residents will deliver the complaint clearly
or calmly either. When someone suddenly
approaches you with an issue you know
nothing about and demands you fix it right
away, it can be hard not to react negatively,
especially if the person is aggressive or
blaming you. While it would be easiest to
let the person vent and then go about your
day, a manager’s goal should be to help residents solve their problems. After all, people
are the basis of a condominium – without
them, condo managers wouldn’t have a job.
So, here are some tips to help managers handle complaints from angry or
upset residents:
18 I CM Magazine SPRING 2022

1. When a complaint is
received, it should be
addressed promptly
Promptly dealing with a complaint
will set a positive tone for the rest of
the resolution process. Although it’s
improbable that most issues will be
solved in a day, there are things you
can do right away to assure the resident
that you’re serious about helping them.
Actively listen to what they have to say,
and reassure the resident that you will
get back to them about the next steps
within a week or two. Let them know
that you will look into their matter, but
the corporation’s most urgent issues
must be prioritized.
Ensure that the complaint is formally
logged. If the condo corporation uses a
software platform or Excel sheet to track
violations, make sure new complaints are
documented as soon as possible. Assigning a reference number to each request or
complaint is a great way to make it easier
to provide updates and follow-ups. Alter-

natively, you may consider introducing a
formal/online process for reporting rule
violations. Give clear instructions on how
residents can submit complaints. The
same goes for service requests.
Sometimes, a resident just needs to be
heard. They may feel frustrated that a
repair has been neglected for too long
or that their neighbour is being inconsiderate. By listening, you are showing
that person that they do matter and their
needs are valid.
Key takeaways
• Ensure the resident feels heard
• Give them a timeframe regarding
when you will follow-up
• Document the complaint or issue
2. Residents might be
emotional when they are
making a complaint
If a resident has been jolted awake at
2 AM by a barking dog for the last week,
they’re going to be upset. However, managers should also remember that if residents

Photo: © iStock.com/ fizkes

But Taking Owner Complaints Seriously Makes a Difference

30+ Years Experience in Building Envelope & Restoration
Featuring Repairs, Assessments and Reporting on:
Caulking • Glazing • Leaks • Fire Stop • Smoke Seal • Custom Expansion Joint Solutions
Flashing • Curtain Wall • EIFS • Multi-Component Spray Foam
Rigid & Semi-Rigid Insulation • Water Repellant Coatings • Free Estimates
Fully Trained and Certified in Bosun’s Chair, Swing-stage and Scaffolding Applications

LEED Platinum Certified Products
2861 Sherwood Heights Drive, Suite 28 • Oakville, Ontario L6J 7K1

Tel: 905-847-6618 • Fax: 905-847-8226 • www.encocaulking.com
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are coming to you, it is an indication that
they trust you to help them. Put yourself in
their place. Maybe you have been in their
situation before, and you can remember
how unhappy you were.
Be genuine and personable. Remember
that residents are people, and they should
be treated with respect. Residents don’t
always realize how busy you are, but it’s
also not their job to cater to your schedule.
Engage in the conversation and ask
pertinent questions. If the resident is
upset and taking their anger out on you,
do your best not to react emotionally.
Focus on the problem and suggest solutions that may address the concerns. If a
rule has allegedly been broken, give the
resident an idea of what will happen next
and give them clear instructions about
what actions, if any, they can take. And be
mindful of your body language. Crossing
your arms or avoiding eye contact sends
the message that you’re not fully available
or fully willing to help.
Finally, never make promises. While telling someone what they want to hear will
make them happy for the time being, you
may not be able to deliver on that promise.
The goal at this stage is to listen to the resident and gather facts. You may find that
after investigating, this complaint stems
from a personal dislike of someone else.
If that’s the case, there isn’t much you will
be able to do to make the resident happy.
Key takeaways
• Don’t get distracted by emotions
• Be genuine
• Don’t make promises

3. Solve the problem
quickly and efficiently,
or find someone who can
There are issues where management
has to call in a sound technician, plumber
or architect to get to the root of a problem. Don’t be afraid to ask for help from
a professional if you’re having trouble
proving or disproving something. Bringing in an expert will likely result in a faster
solution.
Even if the resident is not happy with
the outcome, they will be less likely to
start a new fight with you if they’ve seen
the work that went into investigating/
resolving the issue.
Key takeaways
• Ask for professional help when
you need it
• Make use of the best resources
available to you to get the best
outcomes
4. Most importantly, ensure
that you frequently
communicate with the
resident
Even the smallest update ensures that
the resident doesn’t feel forgotten. Keep
all concerned parties up-to-date whenever new information becomes available.
If, after looking into the issue, you find that
the corporation needs to take action, let
the resident know what those actions are
and when they can expect them to occur.
In cases where no further action is
required from the corporation, explain
why. Residents won’t be happy with this

type of response because they will feel as
though their problems were not solved.
Offer as much information about the
reasoning behind the decision process
and provide additional resources to the
resident, if applicable.
Key takeaways
• Keep all concerned parties in the
loop as the issue progresses
• Provide an explanation to the
resident if the corporation will not
move forward with the issue
• Offer resources to the resident, if
possible
Conclusion
Enforcing the corporation’s rules can
be a thankless job. But, on the flip side,
you may end up making some residents
very happy by ensuring their neighbours respect the rules and the other
people in the building. While it’s impossible to make everyone happy, the best
thing you can do as a manager is to take
complaints presented to you seriously,
keep the lines of communication open,
and handle problems in a fair, consistent
and timely manner. n
Brian Bosscher is the president and
founder of Condo Control. He started
the SaaS company in 2008, bringing
with him a wealth of experience from
the software development and wholesale banking/capital markets industries.
Brian is also the board president of his
condominium.
condocontrolcentral.com
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When it comes to selecting a service
provider, there are a few things to
consider. While most properties have a
set list of preferred vendors that they like
to work with, there will come a time, for
one reason or another, when you’ll need
to add more vendors to your roster.
With so many vendors out there, it
can be hard to decide who would be
a good fit for your property. Not all
companies are created equal, and you
want to be sure that you’re choosing the
best company when you’re considering
letting them bid on your annual or oneoff contracts.
There are some standard best practices to consider for the procurement
process, and we will look at those here.
But just as important, we will take a
look at some additional things that
should be considered when adding
vendors to your preferred list.
To start, let’s take a look at some of the
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standard considerations when looking
for a service provider.
Ask For Recommendations
When looking for a vendor, the first
step is to do your due diligence and
complete some simple research online. A
quick google search will find you everything you need. Do they have a website?
Reviews? Existing clients?
Another option, if you can, is to
ask your colleagues or other property
managers in your area if they have
any preferred vendors that they could
recommend. Or, if there is a directory
with reviews and comments, this can
be very helpful when initially picking
vendors for a chance to work with you.
Hire a Licensed & Insured
Company
When it comes to liability, a property
management company must carefully

supervise renovations, construction,
and maintenance. If anything happens
due to negligence on a job, the property management company could be
held liable.
Ensure that the vendor you are working with is licensed (if applicable) in
your area. Some cities require specific
licensing to work within their jurisdiction. Along with licensing, you will
want to ensure that they have an insurance policy and bond that is adequate
to cover any damage to the property
and/or injuries that could occur. In
other words, you will need to make
sure that these companies are compliant, and you will want proof of their
license and a copy of their insurance
claim for your records.
Also, it is important to make sure that
they follow standard health and safety
practices. Are they Workers Safety Insurance Board (WSIB) certified? Depending
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How to Select
a Service Provider

on the province, different organizations
may be responsible for advocating for
workers’ safety. Does the company being
considered have procedures and protocols for ensuring safety?
Having adequate minimum insurance coverage is essential and is
required by law. However, depending
on the scope of work, you may want
to ask for additional coverage. As the
saying goes, “by failing to prepare, you
are preparing to fail.”
Experience Matters
Typically for a vendor to complete
their job professionally and safely, we
would expect them to have the necessary skills and experience. While this
isn’t always the case, because everyone
must start somewhere, it can give peace
of mind when awarding a contract.
Before hiring anyone or even sending out a Request For Proposal (RFP),
make sure to check a company’s credibility, qualifications, and level of
experience. Do they hold any industry certifications? Do they undergo
any extra training or qualifications
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that make them stand apart from
their competitors? Conduct an online
review by checking their website and
customer feedback. You can usually
get a sense of their work quality and
service by checking online.
Consider Your Budget
While budget is crucial, price
shouldn’t be the only factor when deciding on a vendor.
When it comes down to dollars,
you can look at this two ways. First
as the price, and second as the value.
At first glance, these can be seen as
the same thing, but they are, in fact,
quite different. In the world, price is
arbitrary, and value is fundamental.
For example, suppose you receive two
quotes for a given service at $10, 000
each. The price for both companies is
just that, $10,000. However, the value
can be very different. Company one
is a brand new startup with no previous customers, whereas the second
company is an established business
with 20 years of experience and a list
of high-profile customers. It may be

that the more established company can
bring additional non-monetary value
to the project.
Although the standard considerations
cover the basics of the work itself, there are
more nuanced aspects that you can choose
to consider when sourcing a vendor.
Environmental Responsibility
Whether they realize it or not,
businesses are inextricably linked to environmental sustainability. A wide range of
building maintenance services–including
facilities management, property management, cleaning and janitorial services, and
pest control–can contribute to reduced
greenhouse gas emissions.
For example, establishing green initiatives in your building maintenance and
operations plans is an excellent way
to meet your Environmental, Social,
and Governance ( ESG ) objectives
and improve the quality of life of your
employees and tenants. As you look for
building services vendors, consider those
aligned with your organization’s ESG
goals that can help with your efforts. Here
are some green considerations to keep in

mind when choosing your partner.
Building Maintenance Certifications
There are several green certifications
that building maintenance vendors
can earn. To ensure your vendors’
green initiative is legitimate, check for
accreditation from The Green Business
Certification Inc. or e-Standards and
Certifications Institute ( eSCI ). Also,
ask if their products contain recycled
materials and if they use non-toxic
chemicals. Remember—the more you
know about how your vendor works
toward sustainability, the better
chance you have at creating an ecofriendly building!
Follow the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs)
As agreed upon by all United Nations
member states in 2015, the Sustainable Development Goals are a plan
for global development. Follow them
religiously to hire building maintenance vendors that support your green
initiatives. In order to achieve these
goals, countries worldwide must cut
their carbon emissions and green their
economies—all while providing a high
quality of life for their citizens. Clearly,
there’s much more at stake than just
paper-pushing or hitting quarterly
targets! As you’re reading this, you may
be wondering what you can do to help
reach these lofty goals. The first step is
hiring building maintenance vendors
that align with sustainable practices.
Though you can’t necessarily control
what your vendors do in their day-today operations, you can weigh their
commitment to environmental sustainability when deciding who to use for
building maintenance. It’s important to
understand that not all vendors will be
able to meet every green initiative, so it’s
up to you and your team to prioritize
and choose wisely based on your company’s priorities and resources.
Social Responsibility
Social responsibility is on everyone’s
mind, from political figures to commercial
building owners. But what does it mean to
be socially responsible? And how does this
impact the average business owner?
In its essence, social responsibility
means that individuals and companies
have a duty to act in the best interests
of their environment and society as a
whole. You can make sure your business is doing its part by hiring socially

responsible vendors. These vendors
aren’t only doing what they can to
help the community, but they are also
adding to your building’s social responsibility initiatives.
Does It Really Matter?
Yes, it really does matter. Your organization’s well-being depends on a long
list of factors—some of which are out
of your control. But one thing you can
control is who provides your business
with goods and services.

{

workplace that supports people from
all backgrounds and because they are
good for business. Diversity increases
engagement, leads to greater innovation, and increases retention by
improving employee well-being.
If your company is committed to
hiring diverse talent, finding a vendor
partner who shares your values can
seem daunting. But doing so is well
worth it—not only for your business
but also for society as a whole.

Although the standard considerations cover the
basics of the work itself, there are more nuanced
aspects that you can choose to consider when
sourcing a vendor.

Why not support those organizations that share your values? A socially
responsible vendor will treat you as
more than just another source of
income; they’ll invest time in understanding your business.
They have a stake in making sure
your success is tied to theirs. This makes
them more engaged and committed to
quality, service, and meeting deadlines
– something every organization wants
from its vendors.
How Can I Tell if They Are Socially
Responsible?
You can usually find information about
whether a company is socially responsible
in one of two places: on their website or
on their social media accounts.
If they have an About Us section on
their website, look there for mentions of
social responsibility. Most companies are
proud to promote doing good work in
these areas, so it shouldn’t be hard to find.
It would also be worth looking at their
corporate and CEO/founder’s social
media accounts—that’s often where many
companies get involved with promoting
their brand and offering glimpses into how
they operate. In some cases, you might
even get a bit of insight into what kind of
company culture they have, which can give
you some clues as to how things might go
if you worked with them.
Diversity & Inclusion Policy
Diversity and inclusion are important because they are essential for a

Overall Company Alignment
It’s safe to say when it comes to
choosing vendors for your buildings,
there are many questions to consider.
Do they have safety training? Is their
staff well-qualified? What about how
they treat clients? And then there’s that
one question that often gets left out of
consideration: Are these people suitable
for our community?
Vendor selection should not be
solely based on price and standard
considerations. It should also take into
account other factors such as corporate culture, their commitment to ESG
and their willingness to create a mutually beneficial partnership.
Today, there are digital services that
can help you make informed decisions regarding vendor selection. Such
systems can streamline efficiency at the
site level while providing centralized
control to the head office in planning
services, requesting quotes, finding new
vendors and vendor compliance (insurance, WCB, service requirements, etc.),
and eventual selection. n
Emiel Bril, CEO of VendorPM, a software platform that empowers facility
and property managers to streamline
efficiency and cost control in planning
services and receive quotes from existing and new vendors that other real estate organizations have reviewed.
vendorpm.com
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The Hidden Joys
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of Budget Preparation

Since the dawn of the property management industry, the concept of developing
a condominium budget has struck panic
in the minds of even the most seasoned
managers. When property managers
are planning for the financial welfare of
condominium corporations, there are
definite ways to mitigate undue heartache
and efficiently present budget proposals.
It’s the manager’s responsibility to make
sure their boards are presented with accurate data to make informed decisions on
the budget. Condo boards armed with
this knowledge are responsible for ensuring their condo corporation is funded to
maintain the property for their residents.
Considerations
When it’s budget prep time, it is
important to consider:
1) Long-term budget planning is crucial.
The term “annual budget” is a misnomer
and can be deceiving when planning time
comes around. Ideally, condo corporations
should have a financial plan beyond one

year and, in fact, several years ahead.
2) No property manager should be
surprised when major projects are not
funded beyond reserve funds. Make
sure the proposed budget is viable for
long-term objectives. An area to strategize is on the present trades list and
the ever-changing costs for services. If
hefty increases are likely, they must be
factored in and communicated.
3) Do not base (or even assume)
future budget figures on past numbers.
A typical pitfall for all property managers is tacking budget preparation while
strictly focusing on the previous year’s
budget expenditures. This may be the
most tempting route due to its simplicity
but can be a Trojan horse full of hidden
errors. Take time to go through key
invoices to get accurate numbers, so you
can adequately estimate future figures for
the coming year (or years), rather than
relying on what’s happened in the past.
4) The ageless 5P adage of “prior preparation prevents poor performance” is

monumentally vital for property managers when it’s time to present a responsible
budget to their boards confidently. This
is also a strategic method to overcome
the fear of budget prep and presentation by eliminating unnecessary stresses.
Research into significant budget line
items needs to be conducted - specifically
the utility columns - and may need to be
adjusted depending on higher rates.
In challenging situations when deficits
need to be confronted, the dreaded ‘special
assessment’ will need to be discussed and
possibly applied to get the condo’s budget
headed in the right direction. Property
managers are responsible for providing
their boards with vetted recommendations, which may include a line item in
the budget accounting for deficit recovery.
The budget prepping process cannot just
be about plugging numbers in an Excel
spreadsheet and hoping for the best. It
needs a carefully considered yet estimated
roadmap for the condo’s financial welfare
and future, with the residents’ best inter27

est being top of mind. When approving
budgets, the board must focus on shared
goals of improving the community to
protect its property value.
No property manager looks forward
to fielding angry calls following the
release of a budget, but there are ways
to stave off such agony. The manner and
tone in which budgets are presented will
determine how owners react to them.
Simply put, effective communication is
key. There are times when steep budget
increases are justified—and the best

course of action is to be transparent
about it and carefully explain to owners
that this is the correct (and sometimes
only) decision. This acknowledgement is
often a trademark of excellent communication from management and the board
to the ownership. Contrary to this, minor
increases in budgets can cause great
uproar when communication is poor.
Draft Budgets
“Budget preparation” is an intimidating
phrase for any new manager in the indus-

try (and sometimes even seasoned vets).
Creating a draft budget for your board
to review can be stressful, but it demonstrates to the board how much you know
about their property and needs. We cannot
predict the future and foresee all major
issues that may arise in a year, but as we try
to perfect our craft, we have to trust that
our abilities and skills will help our board
create their budget. The first pitfall that
many of us make is the tendency to own
the budget. We must remember to step
back and acknowledge that we are providing information and advice to the board to
create and approve their own budget.
A crucial thing to be mindful of with
budget preparation is timelines. One of
the biggest budget downfalls is that not
enough time is allocated for the board
to review and approve the budget. When
this process is rushed, mistakes are
made. Boards should have the budget
completed at least two months prior to
the mail-out date to ensure they can make
any desired changes to the draft budget.
The industry standard is typically one full
month’s notice so owners can prepare for
any necessary financial changes.
Reviewing the Numbers
The next step is to complete an extensive review of the general ledger. You
will want to examine the known annual
expenses such as service agreements, utility expenses, maintenance contracts, RFS,
and insurance. You will need to review
current contracts and reach out to the
insurance company to see any increases
for the next fiscal year to plan for those
items going forward accurately.
The tricky part of preparing a budget
is preparing for the unknown. This is
where having a good understanding of
the property dynamics and needs comes
into play. If you have coded expenses with
accuracy and detail in the previous year,
your GL can also be an excellent guide
to what issues may be a concern in the
future. When preparing for the unknown,
it is better to have budgeted a little higher
to cover those expenses.
Once you have had an opportunity
to review the information and input the
proposed expenses for the year, you need
to create a final draft for the board to
review. It is always best to provide explanations/reasoning for the proposed budget
line items so the board can understand
where the numbers come from. Ensure the
board members have a copy of everything
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needed to create the draft budget; a copy of
the general ledger, notice of future funding, draft notes and any correspondence
from companies that may have pricing
increases for the following year. The board
now has everything they need to decide
what they would like to implement for the
next fiscal year’s budget.

assessments. We are now seeing this as a
more common problem corporations are
facing with the inflation we are experiencing in today’s economy. We need to change
the stigma regarding special assessments
from a negative situation to a positive tool
for corporations to continue conducting
business and protecting the owners’ assets.

Special Assessments
As indicated earlier, “special assessment” has become a negative word in our
industry. The idea of asking owners for
more money is something no one likes to
do. However, this is a necessary tool that
must be used if the corporation runs into
a financial situation where they do not
have enough money to cover expenses.
Often, the need for a special assessment
comes from emergent situations that no
one can control or from boards fighting
to maintain low condo fees. The cost of
operations is what it is, and the money is
needed one way or another.
The general notion is that if a special
assessment is needed, the first question
is, “who failed us?” This is the ultimate
question, and the simple answer is that
no one failed anyone in most cases. These
assessments are due to the corporation’s
expenses that need to be paid. If there was
a shortfall somewhere, perhaps someone
in the past decided to try and save owners
money at that time. Was it a poor decision
at the time? Not necessarily. Owners would
have been happy about saving the money
and would not necessarily have been as
concerned or upset about these future

Responsibility and Liability
Who is responsible and liable for the
budget? This is a great question which
most people cannot answer. The best way
to answer this question is to explain how
board liability works. The board of directors is responsible for the daily operation of
the condominium corporation. They are
entrusted with making decisions on behalf
of the corporation’s owners. The board is
liable for all the decisions they make. Still,
they may not have any legal liability if the
decision made was due to the information
provided by an industry professional, i.e. a
lawyer, engineer, or property manager.
Budget liability is a double edged sword.
If you were under budget for the fiscal year,
great! You had a good year – you may
have used fewer utilities, didn’t have as
many repairs, etc. No one will try to hold
anyone liable for being under budget for
the year; over-budget is a different ball
game. Owners will always want to know
why more money was spent than budgeted
for. These are often due to uncontrolled
situations like water loss, other damages
and maintenance issues, overages in utilities, etc. Owners will also want to know
who is responsible for this. Going back to

the original explanation, the board would
be responsible for the budget’s approval.
This would only change if the property
manager guided them into a wrong decision. The board then would not be liable
as they would have followed the recommendation of the property manager as the
industry professional. This is also a twoway street in the sense that if the property
manager made a recommendation and the
board chose not to follow the recommendation, then the board would be liable for
the decision, and they may not be covered
by their Director and Office Liability
Coverage. Therefore, it is important to
ensure that decisions like budget approvals are in the minutes and decisions and
changes are clear to show accountability
and responsibility. n
Patrick Krall, RCM, is the newest
Property Manager with King Condo
Management. A General Licensee, he is
a proud new ACMO member with the
recently achieved RCM designation. Patrick currently manages condominiums in
Kitchener, Waterloo and Cambridge.
kingcondomgt.com
Bill Lang, RCM, is a Property Manager
with CIE Property Management & Consulting. To accomplish various projects
and major initiatives, he enjoys expanding communication lines between condo
directors, owners, professionals and
trades. Bill has interest in assisting new
members of the industry.
teamcie.ca
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Starting, Facilitating and
Completing Capital Projects
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As of January 2021, there are reportedly
over 11,000 condominium corporations
across Ontario, with the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation reporting
that 55% of homes under construction
in Ontario are condominiums. As the
number of condominiums rises year
after year, managers across the province
are bound to experience managing the
replacement of capital equipment projects sooner or later.
The condominium Reserve Fund Study
(RFS) is a great tool to guide managers in
planning and preparing for upcoming
projects. The RFS and other indicators
such as maintenance expenditure and
energy efficiency incentives available can
help property managers plan for capital
equipment replacement projects before
equipment failure. This could result in
the corporation saving a considerable
amount on future maintenance fees and

upfront capital expenditure.
Below are key steps to follow once
the need for a capital project has been
identified:
Initial Phase: Retaining
a Consultant
Once the need for a project has been
identified, the corporation would typically
look to retain a consultant. As the corporation is preparing to retain a team to assist
in implementing the project, it is crucial to
have a defined and comprehensive scope
of work for each project phase. This will
allow the corporation and management
team to obtain competitive pricing from
consultants for their services and compare
that pricing to a benchmark scope.
Pro Tip: Use the services of a trusted
consultant or experienced manager by
discussing the required scope of work to
prepare a comprehensive and complete
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The pandemic has brought along many
challenges that condominium corporations, managers and communities had
not been exposed to in the past. Some of
these challenges include virtual Annual
General Meetings, considering and
contemplating vaccination policies, and
increased health and safety expenditures.
In addition to the above challenges, as
residents have been spending an increased
amount of time within their condominium units, building heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning (HVAC) and plumbing equipment and systems have been
operating overtime to meet the comfort
demands of residents. With equipment
running for longer durations, the rate of
wear and tear on equipment has increased,
making it even more critical to maintain
such equipment and ensure that old equipment is replaced promptly for continued
operation and comfort before its failure.
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scope to obtain pricing from different
consultants. This will ensure all pricing received allows for similar services
enabling the corporation to compare all
quotations received.
Phase 2: Construction Phase
Once the design phase is complete, the
contractor is retained, and construction
has commenced, clear communication
between all parties defines the success of
a project. In the case of larger projects,
unforeseen delays due to labour shortages, equipment delivery or extreme
weather conditions are expected regardless of how well planned a project is.
Keeping residents updated and making
them aware of such issues ahead of time
allows them to plan accordingly. Residents expect management to keep them
informed of the general status of work,
including but not limited to any scheduled
shutdowns of building systems, as well as
any disturbances to building systems. This
becomes even more imperative if the work
is to occur within residential suites. Examples of such projects are domestic water
or heating water riser pipe replacements.
Pro Tip: For any project commencing within residential suites, it is
recommended that the consultant
and awarded contractor host a town
hall meeting for residents before the
project commences to explain the project’s intent and how it will benefit the
condominium community. This will
allow residents to ask any questions and
provide a comfort level to residents.

Final Phase: Close Out
At this phase, the project is nearing
completion. The corporation’s brandnew equipment is fully operational, and
the contractor is finalizing construction activities on site. Managers and the
consultant should complete a final walkthrough to review all work and provide
the corporation with a sign-off letter. In
addition, close-out documents such as
as-built drawings, warranty documents,
and start-up documents should all be
packaged and provided to the corporation by the contractor.
Managers should consult with their
accounting department to confirm that
all payments to the contractor have been
processed and completed.
Pro Tip: Work with your consultant
to have the contractor arrange training
sessions for on-site staff and maintenance teams for any new equipment
installed. Newly installed equipment
may have new operational and maintenance requirements that on-site and
maintenance staff should be aware of.
Key Project Timelines
Currently, supply chain issues are a
major concern. Anyone who has recently
tried to furnish their new home or buy a
new car may have noticed that majority
of the furniture is simply out of stock, and
the model of the car they had desired is not
available for the next few months. Capital
equipment within buildings is subject to
the same issues, increasing lead times on
equipment every month passing. Gone are

the days where a Make-Up Air Unit could
be ordered and delivered to the site within
six weeks, and a Chiller could be released in
production and delivered to the site within
twelve weeks. With looming uncertainty,
starting capital equipment replacement
projects as soon as possible helps minimize and manage the risks of equipment
delivery delays and labour shortages and
therefore allows the equipment to be
installed in time for the upcoming season.
Pro Tip: Corporations should retain
their professional consultants by February for boiler replacement projects to
commence within the summertime and
be completed by the fall changeover
period. Similarly, corporations should
retain their professional consultants for
chiller/cooling tower replacements once
the cooling season for the year has been
completed. This will ensure that the new
cooling plant is installed and operational
prior to next year’s cooling season.
Capital Projects can be intimidating
and daunting, especially if they are your
first. Having the right team and processes
in place can make a huge difference. n
Kaezad Wania is a Senior Project
Manager & Mechanical Designer at Trace
Consulting Group Ltd. Having attained
his Professional Engineering (P.Eng.) designation, Kaezad, in his four years within
the industry, has managed over 25 retrofit projects from start to completion
with the majority of the projects taking
place within condominium buildings.
traceconsultinggroup.com
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Hybrid AGM

Over the past two years, the way
condominium corporations across
Ontario hold their governance meetings has changed. Whether it be
AGMs, SGMs, or turnover meetings,
the COVID-19 pandemic has drastically altered the way condominiums
meet and perform other governance
procedures. Public health measures,
restrictions on in-person gatherings,
and dreaded lockdowns have almost
made in-person meetings obsolete,
forcing condo corporations across the
province to transition to virtual meetings and electronic voting to execute
these essential meetings.
And while initially met with speculation, many corporations have since
recognized the upside of using technology for their governance meetings.
However, optimism around a return to
pre-pandemic normalcy in the coming
months has led to many wondering
what governance meetings will look

like in the future, with many pointing to hybrid meetings. An appealing
option to many and often viewed as
a best of both world solution, hybrid
meetings can be complex and have
their unique set of challenges that
must be considered. With that said,
here are a few tips for running a
successful hybrid AGM.
What is a Hybrid AGM?
A hybrid Annual General Meeting
(AGM) is an Annual General Meeting where attendees can participate
in-person or electronically. A hybrid
Annual General Meetings format
mirrors that of an in-person or virtual
Annual General Meeting.
It all Begins with Tracking
Attendance
Accurately tracking meeting attendance is not only required to determine
whether or not a quorum has been

achieved at your meeting. Knowing
who exactly is in attendance at your
meeting is a crucial step to ensuring the
integrity of voting results and preventing fraudulent activities, and becomes
even more critical and significantly
more challenging when holding your
AGM in a hybrid format.
While many Property Managers and
board members may initially think
that they can easily track attendance
manually, getting an accurate tabulation for your hybrid meeting can
be challenging, especially for meetings with a few hundred or more
attendees. Not to mention, manually
answering questions about how many
voters are present online vs in-person
or determining whether an attendee
has already submitted a proxy vote is
a challenging task. That’s why Property
Managers and board members should
always utilize a dynamic virtual meeting platform that can automatically
35
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track the registration and appropriately rename virtual attendees, answer
voter eligibility questions, and overall streamline the attendance process.
Using a platform with a capable feature
set will significantly reduce the risk of
inaccurate attendance tabulations and
duplicate entries and actively prevent
fraudulent behaviour that can jeopardize the integrity of their meeting
and results.
Accurate Voting Results
are a Must
Ensuring the accuracy of voting
results is crucial to your AGM ’s
success. Without a dynamic voting
platform that can accommodate your
corporation’s unique voting requirements, Property Managers and board
members will manually need to find
answers to important questions, like;
Who has submitted a proxy or advance
ballot prior to the meeting? Is this
owner eligible to vote on this matter?
What is the weight of the ballot(s)
submitted by each voter? And other
various questions to ensure the accuracy of results.
Correctly answering these questions is imperative to the success of
your meeting. And without having
in-person and virtual attendees cast
their ballots through a voting platform
that can answer these questions automatically, finding the answers to these
crucial questions becomes a daunting,
time-consuming task that is prone to
errors. That is why using a secure electronic voting platform with a feature
set that can accommodate the dynamic
nature and unique voting requirements of your meeting is integral to
its success.
In-Person and Virtual
Attendees Should Have the
Same Meeting Experience
When planning a hybrid AGM ,
ensuring that all attendees have a
positive meeting experience should
be a top priority. Whether joining
in-person or through virtual means,
all attendees should have a seamless
experience where they have an equal
opportunity to ask questions and
particip ate in elections and other
meeting activities. And while having
virtual attendees join your meeting
via standalone webinar software might

appear adequate, their lacking feature
set makes it wholly insufficient for a
majority of AGMs.
That is why meeting organizers
should always utilize a virtual meeting
platform with a feature set that allows
virtual attendees to view the meeting,
ask questions, cast ballots, and actively
participate in other activities, just like
those attending in person.
Technical Difficulties Need
to be Resolved Quickly
During this time of remote work
and virtual gatherings, technical difficulties are something a vast majority
of us have struggled with from time
to time. And while frustrating when
they arise, failing to resolve technical

{

have a good idea of how many people
they will be hosting in-person and
virtually. Do you have appropriate
AV hardware? Otherwise, it is better
to work with a trusted AV provider to
make sure both in-person and virtual
attendees have access to a meeting
environment where:
• Virtual attendees have access to a
secure, high-quality video stream
• In-person and virtual attendees
are provided with clear audio
• Meeting minutes account for both
in-person and virtual attendee
conversations.
All in all, it’s understandable why
many Property Managers and board
members are interested in hybrid
meetings. And while appealing, it’s

Whether joining in-person or through virtual
means, all attendees should have a seamless
experience where they have an equal opportunity
to ask questions and participate in elections
and other meeting activities.

issues quickly can be catastrophic to
the success of your hybrid AGM.
The last thing any condominium
wants is unresolved or persistent technical issues throughout their meeting.
These issues can negatively impact the
experience for virtual attendees, but
they can hinder the ability to execute
activities such as conducting an election. That is why Property Managers
and board members should always opt
to use reliable platforms and ensure
they have the necessary personnel and
resources readily available to solve any
technical issues quickly if they arise.
Good AV is Imperative
to any Hybrid Meeting
Last but not least, one of the most
important components of any hybrid
meeting is audiovisual (AV). And while
simply live-streaming your in-person
meeting through the webcam of your
strategically placed laptop might seem
sufficient, an inadequate AV setup can
negatively impact the experience of
both in-person and virtual attendees
significantly.
To ensure their hybrid AGM runs
smoothly, meeting organizers should

important to remember that hybrid
meetings have their own unique set
of challenges, just like in-person
and virtual meetings that must be
considered. However, with the right
solutions and adequate planning,
they can be a viable option for any
condominium corporation looking
to provide their owner’s flexibility at
their upcoming AGM . And while we
believe virtual meetings will continue
to be the preferred method of meeting for a majority of board members
and owners alike, by following these
tips conducting your AGM in a hybrid
meeting format should be a breeze. n
Ben Zelikovitz is a Co-Founder
of GetQuorum, an industry-leading
provider of virtual meeting, electronic
proxy, voting, and notice distribution services. Since 2016, Ben and the
GetQuorum team have helped 1000s
of Condominiums and HOAs across
North America achieve quorum, pass
bylaws, reduce cost and conduct
successful AGMs. GetQuorum is the
proud recipient of the 2020 ACMO
Associate of the Year.
getquorum.com
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Board members are often hesitant to
approve projects because of associated
costs, lack of information, or an overall resistance to change. As custodians
of the industry, condominium managers empower their directors to make
critical decisions within the corporations they manage.
A useful method that can help
managers in this process is the
application of alternative scenario
analysis. This is done by developing
an as-is overview of the condition of
the components being assessed and
establishing baseline performance
measures. Often, intangible consequences can be identified, and possible
outcomes quantified.
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When evaluating alternatives, managers must consider their board of directors’
goals and objectives and the community
of owners in general. Each option must
be evaluated against their expenses,
future value, and potential returns–if
any. While the alternatives are typically
evaluated and chosen based on a financial criterion, qualitative measures are
frequently the major drivers in nonprofit condominium buildings. Unlike
for-profit properties, condominium
managers must rely heavily on qualitative
data to determine community needs and
drive project approval. As a result, high
visibility projects such as hallway and
lobby renovations are generally favoured
over low visibility initiatives such as

mechanical upgrades and electrical retrofits. However, certain tools can provide
significant utility for managers and their
client Boards to garner support for those
critical, low visibility projects.
Consider the decision to conduct a
major hallway and lobby refurbishment
project. The as-is scenario would leave
the hallways and lobby in their current
state. Quantifiable costs could include
an annual provision to patch portions
of wallpaper that have peeled off or
light sconces that are end of life. Managers can further expand by quantifying
projected savings from upgrading to
more energy-efficient lighting systems.
Intangible consequences may be
owner dissatisfaction from having
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Analysis Tools
to Drive Decisions

outdated hallway and lobby finishes.
Most of the time, it is easy to push these
projects forward, as owners enjoy the
benefit of higher property values. On
the other hand, it might be the opposite;
the owners may be delighted having to
forego a major renovation in their building. They might be happy not to have
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the hassle of construction outside their
suite doors. These are factors to consider
when evaluating any project. The first
step is to know your clients, their needs,
and their values.
Let us expand on this scenario and
explore possible outcomes. Through
discussion with the board of directors,

the manager is tasked to test the feasibility of the desired project. The goal is to
perform a moderate renovation of the
residential hallways; the board of directors wants backing for their decision
to proceed with this project. They are
specifically interested in exploring the
impact of replacing the light fixtures and
how projected utility savings may offset
the initial cost.
For example, the condominium
manager identifies that replacing the
existing sconces for LED fixtures will
cost $65,000. The LED lighting project will qualify the corporation for an
energy rebate of $15,000. Additionally,
the new fixtures will save the building
$10,000 every year over its 10-year life.
Typically, a manager would calculate
the simple payback for the light fixtures,
which in this case is five years. That
would involve determining the initial
investment cost and dividing it by the
projected utility savings.
However, this method does not
include enough information for a board
to decide. The major limitation is that it
does not incorporate the impact of the
time value of money.
This scenario can be evaluated by
discounting the projected cash flows

and comparing them against the initial
investment. First, we need to apply an
interest rate to match the projected
rate of inflation. In this example, 2% is
applied. However, it is recommended
that condominium managers investigate the external environment and use
an appropriate interest rate. Consider
the COVID-19 pandemic’s impact on
the Canadian inflation rate in 2020
and 2021. What decisions would you
have made, had you the benefit of your
current knowledge?
In evaluating the abovementioned
scenario, you organize the information below.
The next step is to understand what
net present value (NPV) means and
how we can derive value from it. The
net current value discounts the $10,000
annual utility savings over ten years,
using the 2% discount rate we identified earlier. It then takes the discounted
cash flows and subtracts them against
the capital investment to determine the
present value of the project outcomes.
In short, it is the difference between the
cost of the project and all anticipated
future fiscal benefits.
If NPV is zero, that means that only
the initial capital investment was recuperated, and no additional benefit was
realized. If the NPV is negative, the investment will earn less than the discount rate
applied. Finally, a positive NPV means
that the present value is greater than the
capital cost, and the investment outperforms the interest rate.
In addition to calculating NPV, we
also identified an internal rate of return
(IRR) throughout the life of the new
fixtures. In this example, the net present
value is positive, and our internal rate of
return is also positive, at 15.10%.
The presented example is simple. Let
us consider another scenario where the
alternatives provided are much more
complex and span multiple years.
In this example, we have a failing
boiler system servicing the potable water
and heating system in a mid-rise condominium building. Your HVAC vendor
advises you that the corporation will
need to replace both boilers at the cost of
$115,000 immediately. The new components will be 98% energy efficient, and
the corporation will observe a $15,000
annual reduction in utility costs. You
will also be eligible for a $5,000 energy
rebate following the installation. You

know from experience that the typical
life of a standard boiler is 18 years.
In evaluating the interest, you apply
a 2.0% discount rate. You organize the
above information to generate a cash
flow table.
While you are in the process of
tendering the boiler replacement project, your incumbent engineer advises
you of a mechanical vendor who can

{

away may place the reserve fund below
its minimum required balance. Foregoing the capital cost for five years and
using that time to fund the reserve fund
may be a prudent solution.
Alternatively, if no extenuating factors play a role in the boiler
replacement decision, a board may
be hesitant to approve a major capital
project. A $115,000 expense, even with

Homeowners expect a higher level of due
diligence from their elected boards, and this
expectation is extended to condominium
managers by proxy.

defer the capital investment cost by
five years. He is very familiar with the
type of boilers in the building and
believes that a refurbishment to the
heat exchangers will be sufficient in
the meantime. The cost of the heat
exchanger refurbishment is $25,000 in
total. There will be no rebate or energy
savings. You will still need to replace the
boilers in five years; however, you do
not know if the energy rebate program
will still be in effect, so you decide not
to include that in your scenario.
You input the above scenario into
your cash flow analysis. You know that
the cost of the boiler replacement project will be worth much more five years
from now. You calculate the future value
of the new boilers using the same interest rate you researched earlier (2%) by
compounding their present value.
Your evaluation of alternatives yields
the following results:
The NPV of conducting the boiler
replacement project right away is
significantly higher in Alternative 1. The
internal rate of return is almost double,
at 11.81%, when compared to deferring
the replacement of the boilers, at 6.15%.
From a financial standpoint, the
option to replace the boilers right away
seems to be the most beneficial decision for the corporation. However, the
condominium manager is also responsible for understanding the needs of the
board and the community. Perhaps your
board of directors signed the contract
for the moderate renovation of the
hallways before discovering the failing
boilers. Conducting the project right

a guaranteed rebate and subsequent
savings, may be too intimidating to
get behind. It is the responsibility of
the condominium manager to advise
their boards on the impact of their
decisions. While deferring the project in favour of a significantly smaller
expense might seem tempting, the net
present value gained from waiting is
almost half of the alternative.
Many condominium boards may be
happy with making decisions based on
simple payback calculations. In fact, the
assessment of net present value may not
even be possible for specific projects.
However, the scope of our industry and
the projects we engage in continue to
expand. Homeowners expect a higher
level of due diligence from their elected
boards, and this expectation is extended
to condominium managers by proxy.
Consider decisions that your client
boards may be deferring right now. It
might be a retrofit to the makeup air
unit, installation of carbon monoxide
detectors, booster pump replacement,
etc. Unfortunately, these projects tend
to be low visibility and frequently
deferred until a major mechanical failure occurs. At that point, the project is
executed reactively and under greater
constraints. n
Kateryna Polek, RCM, is a Senior
Condominium Manager at NadlanHarris Property Management Inc. She is
also a CPM candidate under REIC. She is
a York University graduate with a passion for learning.
nadlan-harris.com
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How Can Condos Prepare for
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Carbon Compliance?
Compliance will be an important
action item for condos and other multiresidential buildings this year.
In 2021, the City of Toronto approved
its plan to reduce community-wide
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to
net-zero by 2050 or sooner. The program
is similar to those already launched in
other metropolitan centres like New
York City and is surely the harbinger of
more to come in other urban centres.
So, what’s a condo team to do? The
good news is that by leveraging your
building system data, deploying effective energy management technology,
and engaging your smart partner ecosystem, building owners and operators
can successfully – and even painlessly
– prepare condo properties for compliance with these new carbon mandates.

Leveraging Data & Technology
Building systems produce a tremendous amount of critical data that can
provide crucial insights for owners
and operators to drive operational
efficiency and support smarter energy
consumption.
But simply having access to raw data
is not enough. In fact, how the data is
tracked and measured is the difference
between meaningless piles of data and
actionable data intelligence. When
gathered and interpreted correctly,
data can play a critical role in driving energy efficiencies, in addition to
providing clear direction for reducing
CO2 emissions short-term and longterm, system-wide.
While many residential buildings’
heating and cooling systems run on

outdated systems, recent advances such
as cloud-based, AI-driven solutions,
when applied to a building’s heating,
cooling and ventilation (HVAC) systems,
can gather the data necessary to identify operational and energy efficiencies.
The result is simultaneously increasing a building’s energy efficiency and
decreasing its carbon footprint. These
efficiencies, in turn, can also result in
significant cost savings, offering building management teams both financial
and environmental benefits.
How Does it Work?
The introduction of advanced HVAC
control technology has revolutionized
the optimization and maintenance of
HVAC equipment, resulting in improved
opportunities for environmental stew43

There When
You Need Us
At Crossbridge, we’re 100% committed
to making your experience the best that
it can be. As the leading condominium
property manager in Ontario, we help
to create great communities by focusing
on the needs of owners and residents
with a level of service that is second-tonone. Our experienced team members
are just a call away and are always
ready to help.

For more information, contact us today
Sandro J. Zuliani | szuliani@crossbridgecs.com | 416-354-1926

crossbridgecondominiums.com
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ardship – without increased capital
investment costs.
Typically, the process starts with an
assessment – you know the saying: you
can’t manage what you can’t measure.
An assessment helps identify the precise
amount of energy required to optimize a
building’s HVAC system, as well as the gaps
in performance leading to energy waste
and negative environmental impact.
By learning the energy use patterns of
a building, cloud-based platforms can
adjust HVAC system set points in realtime. In this way, HVAC costs can be
reduced by up to 30% and greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions by up to 50%,
depending on the fuel source. The best
part? Platforms like this typically require
no upfront cost – they can be installed
alongside existing building systems and
are paid for by the energy savings the
system delivers.
Likewise, this technology works
best when easy-to-access dashboards
offer property managers, condo board
members and mechanical vendors a
comprehensive view of energy performance, whether in one building or
across an entire real estate portfolio.
When specialized technolog y
like this is properly integrated into
building systems and equipment is
well-calibrated, it is an invaluable tool
for planning for and maintaining the
efforts needed to meet the requirements
of these very necessary regulations
designed to protect our environment
and our future.
In addition, energy management
platforms can help reduce the need
for major retrofits as part of an overall
compliance strategy, as they can often be
expensive, wasteful and disruptive.

ance with carbon emissions mandates.
In summary, these net-zero regulations are an important and welcome
policy change that will enable multifamily buildings to adopt a more
intelligent, comprehensive view of
energy consumption and efficiency.
And while these goals represent a critical step for environmental stewardship,
they need not be overwhelming. With
readily available, innovative options
for meaningful data collection and
the implementation of smart-energy

management technology, sustainability goals and meeting carbon emission
reduction mandates are not merely
possible; they are entirely achievable. n
Brad Pilgrim is CEO of Parity, the
North American software solution
driving innovation to transform building automation tech, eliminate energy
waste, reduce CO2 emissions, and advance ESG initiatives for real estate
owners and operators.
paritygo.com

Smart Partners
The final piece of the planning for
compliance puzzle is your network of
knowledgeable building professionals
who understand your objectives and
are committed to working with you to
achieve them.
It is critical to work with an innovative,
helpful team that will be there to support
your operational strategies over time.
When the system and the technology
are supported by a great team, including
technicians, engineers, designers, sales
reps, and customer service folks, then the
building can function better, delivering
the optimal results – including compli45
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In preparing for an annual general
meeting, whether online, in person or a
hybrid, it’s vital to ensure the condominium manager is on the same page as the
board of directors and everyone is clear
about how the meeting will be conducted.
Before the preliminary notice is
sent, the condominium manager
should clarify who will chair the AGM
and who will write the minutes. The
manager should never be the minute
taker if they also chair the meeting; it
divides their attention. A template for
both positions should be provided.
The chair’s template is an outline of
what to say and do. The minute taker’s
template outlines items to ensure are
included in the minutes.
At least one month before the AGM, a
board meeting should be held to clarify
what will be reported on by the board
and what is the manager’s responsibility.
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Be Prepared
For documentation, the manager
should have the agenda, notice of
meeting, audited financials, chair
template, minute template, a list of
owners thirty or more days in arrears,
and be familiar with all of the documents listed. Having access to the
budget and reserve fund study is often
invaluable if it’s online.
An auditor should always be the one
to present the audited financial statements. The board and the manager
should not give these. It’s essential that
owners understand these statements are
independently made, and having the
auditor present them confirms this.
Addressing Questions
At the beginning of the meeting,
remind everyone that the meeting is
for corporation business, not indi-

vidual unit business. This helps stave
off unit complaints or concerns better
addressed outside the meeting. If there
are unit-specific questions, ensure they
are followed upon promptly in the days
after the AGM, not in weeks or months.
Our AGMs only entertain questions
specifically referencing something
reported on or on the agenda. All other
questions are reserved for the “other
business” portion. Some corporations
have removed “other business” from
their AGMs altogether. I disagree with
this practice, as it shuts down communication and transparency. Instead, the
manager and board should consider
what might be asked, determine if
it’s something they should report on
initially, and if not, what the answer is.
While not every question can be anticipated, I find that we consider most of
them more often than not.
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How to Properly
Prepare for an AGM
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Engaging Experts
Part of anticipating questions is
knowing when the manager should
have a lawyer or engineer present.
These should be the only professionals
you need to engage, other than an auditor. However, some corporations may
require security to be present. Lawyers
should be engaged for declaration and
complicated bylaw changes. Typically,
if a lawyer is present, they should also
chair the AGM. Engineers should attend
if a major project is coming, which
ownership will be asking detailed questions about. Regardless of who may be
present, if a question is asked that the
manager can’t answer, don’t try to fake
it. Be honest; let them know that you
don’t have the answer, but you’ll get
back to them. Then ensure you do so
within one to three business days.
Stay in Control
Not all managers are as comfortable
public speaking as others. It’s important
to know your strengths, but also your
weaknesses. If you need to sit as opposed
to stand, do so. If you need to practice
your delivery, do so with peers, family or

even by yourself, going over what you’re
going to say and how you will deliver it.
Twenty years in this industry, and I still
go over in my head what I’m going to do
and say at an AGM.
It’s important not to let someone
derail the AGM. Stay on the agenda and
let them know either that the items are
not something an AGM would cover or
that the issue will be discussed in “other
business.” Don’t allow participants to
hijack the agenda and pursue their
own interests. It can be challenging;
however, it’s critical the manager never
raises their voice, be passive-aggressive
or sound too submissive. Being assertive, confident, and even-toned is the
goal for every AGM! n
Sean Wilde UE, RCM, OLCM, CEO
of Lee Management Solutions, OLCMP
and CEO of Peak Property Management,
OLCMP, has been in the condominium
property management business since
2002. His companies manage condominium properties in Waterloo and surrounding Regions. He sits on the ACMO
Board of Directors as Vice President.
leemanagementsolutions.ca

Trusted Advisors
 Garage & Balcony Restoration
 Building Envelope Design
Assessment & Remediation
 Reserve Fund Studies
 Performance Audits
 Structural Engineering

Philip Sarvinis | Bill Gladu | Jeremy Horst | Michael Pond | Duncan Rowe
Jack Albert | Beau Gaudreau | James Cooper | Michael Park | Tim Van Zwol

RJC Engineers

rjc.ca
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Kirsten Dale
Designation(s): RCM, OLCM
Company: MCRS Property Management
Year entered the profession: 2008
Year RCM obtained: 2015
Other education: York University (English)

Mentor(s) in the industry: My
mother! (Deborah Dale). Thanks to
my mother, I entered the property
management industry with part-time
administrative projects for Del Property Management in my high school
years. Not long after, I found myself
completing my RCM requirements
to become a manager. My mother
has been in the industry for over 30
years, and her guidance and advice
have been invaluable to my success
as a manager. We now operate MCRS
Property Management together, and
it is awesome to see our multi-generational management team in action.
What path brought you to a
career as a condominium manager?
How has your membership in
ACMO helped you in your career?
My membership in ACMO has been
incredibly helpful for connecting with
other industry professionals. Whether
through relationships developed at
professional development opportunities and industry conferences or
through the utilization of the trade
directory to find trusted new professionals to service my client sites, I have
found great benefit in the membership
over the past decade.
What is one must-have skill for
a condominium manager? Why?
Patience. You will encounter a hundred
situations in a day that will require
patience, but whether you are listening
to a resident’s complaint about their
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neighbour or educating a Director on
Section 98 agreements – put your most
patient foot forward. People often feel
the most understood and are thereby
the most receptive to learning when you
take the time to explain things calmly.
Tell us about a personal success
story on the job. A Board Director
called me in a panic because he could
hear a persistent ‘mechanical humming
noise’ in a neighbouring unit.
Concerned and confused, I headed
down to the building to see what
the source of the mystery noise was.
I reached the unit owner as I drove
and advised of the emergency entry
to follow, to which they graciously
obliged. When I entered the unit,
the Director accompanied me and
exclaimed, “do you hear it now?!” I
heard it, alright! It was an electric
toothbrush that had been mistakenly
left ON, sitting perched on the bathroom counter. I was relieved that the
day would end with a chuckle in place
of a mechanical service call.
What’s your biggest challenge as
a manager? My biggest challenge as a
manager is that I don’t have more time
in the day to just talk with my residents.
I manage incredible communities full of
interesting people, and often I wish my
schedule afforded me more time to hear
about their lives and who they are.
What’s your favourite part of the
job? My favourite part of the job is the
relationships I can develop with my

residents, colleagues, and co-workers;
watching (and cheering) from the
sidelines as major events in their lives
unfold is an honour.
Best business advice you ever
received. Winston Churchill said:
“perfection is the enemy of progress.”
No property manager is perfect, and
perfection is an unreasonable goal in
any pursuit. Whatever your business,
strive to be pro-active and conscientious in all that you do, and leave the
quest for perfection at the door.
Answer this statement – I am
an RCM because… The designation
signifies a higher level of understanding of (and commitment to)
condominium management.
Where do you see yourself in five
years? Right where I am right now:
managing incredible communities in
Northern Ontario. I feel truly blessed
to have found a career that allows me to
collaborate every day with knowledgeable professionals to help communities
thrive in an area that I love.
What recent project that you
completed can we highlight? I am
a frequent contributor to various
industry-based publications; sharing
my knowledge and experience with
others is something I am passionate
about. And I am always encouraging
others to consider a career in condominium management – it is a rapidly
growing industry with much to offer
young professionals! n
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Elevator lobby refurbishment
at 2411 New Street Condos
in Burlington.
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Sharon Nease
Recording Secretary Services
Wiklém Design

Beauty and the Budget
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Striking a Balance Between
Design and Cost

How do you optimize refurbishment
budgets while adding value to properties
and improving condominium communities? Read on for some tips and advice,
along with a case study showing realworld examples.
Balancing operating and reserve fund
budgets are challenging even in the of
best times. Throw in a global pandemic,
supply chain issues, Covid protocol
expenses, and property managers are
faced with a host of new challenges.
Despite this, there comes a time in the
life of every building when refurbishment becomes mission-critical. This was
the case for 2411 New Street Condos in
Burlington, where they had a long-pastdue need for an update.

Take an Inventory
Start every project with an honest
look at the available funds and the areas
to be refurbished. Take inventory of the
great elements you want to keep, the
not-so-great that can be refurbished or
repurposed, and everything that absolutely must go.
Work Backwards from
Your Budget
Prioritize the scope of work and
determine the cost to complete the
bare minimum. Then assign funds to
the nice-to-have items that enhance
functionality and complete the look
and feel of the space. Whatever remains
in the budget is gravy, which will help

add that wow factor that owners – and
new buyers – notice.
The New Street Condos’s property manager and board of directors
contracted The Wiklém Group to
upgrade their six-storey property in
2020. The building needed considerable work to bring it up to par, and the
scope of work was extensive. Adding
to the challenge was an unrealistically
low budget. Achieving even the bare
minimum would go beyond the budget
without significant strategic thinking.
Consider Design + Build
Historically, condominium corporations have approached refurbishment
projects using the Design-Tender-Build
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Lobby before and after. Put aside 5% to 10% of your budget for the wow factor.
The wow factor is any feature that catches the eye and makes a statement.

model. There has been a shift through
the years as more and more condominium boards consider the Design+Build
model, where the client, designer, and
contractor collaborate from the start of
a project, putting the client in the driver
seat from beginning to end.
The first budget-saving strategy in
the case study was to move away from
the original Design-Tender-Build
approach to a Design+Build model.
This afforded the team flexibility and
savings on materials, opportunities for
value engineering, and condensed timelines, helping them complete the project
quickly, cost-effectively, and beautifully.

ing. The choice to use paint instead of
more expensive vinyl wallcovering would
require more maintenance but allowed
the project to move ahead within budget
parameters with beautiful, fresh results.
Have an Open Mind About
Materials and Finishes
Recalibrating the approach to materials and finishes can yield gorgeous,
affordable outcomes. In the case of

New Street Condos, it became clear that
floor-by-floor thinking was the right
approach to carpet selection.
Carpet is often the most expensive item in a corridor refurbishment
budget and sets the stage for the design
direction. A good quality carpet that
can withstand heavy traffic, sand,
and salt will keep a building looking great for years to come. Knowing
that custom-designed carpet for all
six floors at New Street would be
too costly, the interior designer and
contractor sourced small quantities
of discounted, “end-roll” commercial-quality carpet from distributors’
inventories. With colours from the
same tonal family, carpet patterns
that were cousins instead of identical twins were chosen. Suddenly, a
high-end carpet with deluxe underpadding fits comfortably within the
budget. Very few visitors to the building would ever know that the floors
had three different carpet patterns,
and the corporation would not have
been able to afford such high-quality
carpet otherwise. This approach saved
enough money to allow for new porcelain tile in heavy traffic areas such as
the main floor lobby and corridors and
the elevator lobbies on each floor.
Other low-cost, high-impact solutions included installing painted MDF
instead of wood millwork around the

Don’t Sacrifice Design
The overall design can make or break
any refurbishment project. Whether you
hire an Interior Design firm or work with
a designer through your Design + Build
provider, be sure to hire a company with
interior designers and contractors that
specialize in condominium refurbishment. Look for a designer with a diverse
portfolio, extensive experience, excellent
references, and a genuine appreciation for
your building and owners’ unique needs.
In terms of the overall design aesthetic
for the case study building, the approach
was to design a space where colour marries
texture to create a harmonious flow from
top to bottom. The central unifying Corridor before and after. A good quality carpet that can withstand heavy traffic,
element was the soft, whisper grey paint sand, and salt will keep a building looking great for years to come.
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suite doors to add definition and the
doors painted in a deep warm grey
for contrast. Tired ceiling fixtures
were replaced with updated, surfacemounted pot-lights installed directly
over the junction boxes at a very
reasonable price. Keeping the new-ish
escutcheons plates on the suite doors
helped the budget carry new fire-rated
lever handles keyed with a master key
system. New suite number plates and
building signage made from simple
laminate with a metal finish added style
without spending a fortune.
Always Plan for the
Wow Factor
Put aside 5% to 10% of your budget
for the wow factor. The wow factor is any
feature that catches the eye and makes a
statement. It’s those final touches that
people notice and remember.
Reducing costs elsewhere meant the
New Street condos could reserve 5% of
their budget to splurge on wow-factor
elements. The elevator lobby wall was
given a facelift with 4x8-foot porcelain
panels. These practical, neutral panels

made a timelessly elegant statement
and would be easy to maintain for years
to come. Offsetting the tone on tone
neutrals was a piece of vibrant custom
artwork and fire-rated commercialgrade bench seating in the main lobby.
Unrealistic budgets are not uncommon in condominium refurbishment,
as owners’ allocated reserve funds and
expectations are often miles apart. The
New Street Condos optimized their
reserve fund budget to the fullest and
underwent a dramatic transformation in
a little over 12 weeks. While this condominium case study details a bare-bones
budget application, the principles can
be applied to any sized budget for timelessly beautiful outcomes that make a
real difference in overall property values,
functionality, quality of life, and pride of
ownership. n
Sharon Nease is a seasoned Writer
and Communications Strategist who
works in many sectors, including Design
and Property Management, where she
performs Recording Secretary Services.
wiklemdesign.com
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Your Condo | Supply Chain

Continuing Shortages

in the Condo Industry Due to the Pandemic

Photo: © Bigstock.com/ Maridav

By Vince Bennett, RCM
No one could have predicted that two
years after the world declared a global
pandemic, we would
be facing continued
uncertainty, ongoing
lockdowns and restrictions, and increased
challenges to perform
Vince
our responsibilities as
Bennett
condominium service
providers.
Condo management is a high-paced
environment. Many condominium
managers handle a portfolio of properties with an ongoing list of urgent
‘to-do’ items. We like to promptly
address our action lists to service
our clients and residents with a level
of service that we would expect. On
top of our everyday action items, we
respond to emergencies and are almost
always planning reserve fund proj-

ects. Most of our RF projects require
carefully thought-out plans. They are
coordinated to consider many factors,
including the timing of equipment and
material deliveries, weather, and the
impact on residents.
The pandemic continues to have
a significant impact on our industry with little end in sight. We are
all aware that almost all sectors that
service our communities face employment challenges. Service providers
from management companies, to
accounting firms, to security companies and plumbing companies; most
have reported that they are understaffed.
One auditing firm noted, “We have
eliminated our in-house bookkeeping
services and are just focusing on yearend audits due to a lack of staff.” And
an employee from a security company

wrote, “The company I work for has
provided security for some apartment
buildings in the downtown area. We
are struggling to hire enough guards
right now. Too much work and not
enough people to staff the sites. Wish
I could help.”
Other issues that we face include
difficulty acquiring materials and
long lead times on custom or ordered
material and components. Longer
lead times make it difficult for project
planning and lead to disappointed and
angry Boards and Owners.
One plumber reported, “Sorry,
we simply can’t help with this project. Our wholesaler is only selling a
certain number of feet of piping per
contractor per week.” And during a
recent paving replacement project, an
Engineer wrote, “The Contractor has
indicated that the drainage board has
61
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been ordered. The anticipated arrival
time is indefinite.”
One of the most critical issues we’re
facing is the increased cost of material
and equipment. An HVAC contractor on
a heat pump order recently advised, “The
manufacturer’s quote is $550,000.00, but
can only hold that cost for two weeks.
We can expect that to increase by 20%
or more in the new year.”
Not only do these challenges make
it difficult to service our clients and
schedule major repairs and replacements, but it also makes managing
expectations nearly impossible. Boards
and Owners are becoming frustrated
and impatient, and that added stress is
placed on managers.
We can expect to continue with these
challenges for the foreseeable future.
It will take some time to correct the
current issues that have created the
staffing issues, shortage of supplies, and
back-ordered components. The most
important thing we can do as managers
is to communicate these challenges to
our Board and residents. Our Boards
and residents may not ‘know’ what

we know and, in some cases, may not
believe what is taking place in the
market right now. Educating your
Boards and residents on these current
issues will help manage expectations.
Communication is critical, and if there
was ever a time to over-communicate,
this might be it.
As managers, we must interact with
other managers, peers, assistant property managers and other support staff.
This interaction acts as a support system
in a very challenging industry. For many,
working from home or remotely may not
have that interpersonal connection and
feeling alone with the additional stresses
from the issues noted above. We are all
experiencing these same challenges and
added stress, and it is essential to know
that you’re not alone. n
Vincent Bennett, RCM, is the
President of Bendale Property Management, servicing Southeastern Ontario.
Vince manages a vast portfolio of Condominium Corporations and currently
serves on the ACMO Board of Directors.
bendale.ca

Viewpoint
It’s Time to Change the Trend
A woman’s career aspirations struggle to get past the obstacles
of marriage, raising kids, family, obtaining societal approvals,
and being unrecognized in most aspects of
their lives. This is an accepted normal course,
and few organizations recognize how this
imbalance impacts the world.
Large corporations and Government
officials consistently implement diversity
Sunandita
policies and raise awareness to bridge the
Das
gap to give women equal opportunities
amidst unspoken red tape. The equality that
should have been natural requires policy introductions for
reiteration. That is the reality now.
The condominium commercial real estate industry is unfortunately not an exception. For example, women occupy only
9% of C-suite positions in commercial real estate, according to the 2020 CREW Network Benchmark Study: Gender
and Diversity in Commercial Real Estate. Unfortunately, the
percentage was the same in 2010, the study notes. Furthermore,
60% of those surveyed for the CREW report said their workplace is «not very» or «not at all» diverse.
Changemakers and politicians must consider the stats and
establish attainable actions to move the needle towards equal and
fair results, ensuring policies are measured, rewarded, reworded
when necessary. Changes can be made towards equality in the
management and governance of condominiums too.
Create a Benchmark
The first step in becoming a more diverse organization is
understanding where your organization is lagging. Before
diving into a diversity initiative, collect data on your company
and identify the specific areas for measurable improvement. It
doesn’t have to be cumbersome.
First, survey your employees to understand their perception
of where your company really sits in terms of diversity, equity
and inclusion. Some organizations even survey their suppliers.
Form a Diversity Committee
Next, form a motivated, diverse committee to create
accountable goals with equal representation from all

demographics within your organization. Together, they
outline the organization’s internal and external objectives
for equality, considering where it is currently and where it
wants to be.
For example, do you have a policy of growing and nurturing
women for your senior management positions? Do you have
any supplier diversity policies well implemented to ensure
more local women-owned businesses are getting fair representation in your supply chain?
A synergetic cohort is always more efficient in driving
results. Arrange quarterly review meetings with the committee and the board of directors to encourage open conversation
and exchange ideas on creating an inclusive and equal environment – from your board to your supply chain.
Finally, implement those changes and policies. This may
take some time; change does not happen overnight.
Conclusion
It is apparent from the statistics that women lag behind men
in positions of senior management, boards of directors, and
even in women-owned companies in the supply chain.
As an RCM, along with your board of directors, you can
implement diversity, equality, and inclusion policies, to
include women representation in your boards and womenowned businesses in your supply chain. You can bring positive
change to the industry.
You are not just managing a building; you manage the
community around you. The example you lead today will
create a future of equality for all. If you want to see the change,
then be the change. n
Sunandita Das challenges the boundaries of maledominated industries and is a highly accomplished senior
executive with Fortune 500 luxury hotels. She now manages a woman-owned commercial facilities management
company, Urbane Luxury Services Inc., through the odds of
being the changemaker in an industry with high numbers of
women workers but the least representation of women in
senior management and boards.
uls-inc.ca
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Your Condo | EV Charging

A Guide to Electric Vehicle
Charging in Ontario
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By Bradley Chaplick,

On May 1 , 2018 , new regulations
under the Condominium Act, 1998
c a m e i n to ef fe c t
with respect to electric vehicle charging
systems (EVCS). The
2018 regulations
established a mandaBradley
tory approval process
Chaplick
for EVCS in Ontario
condominium buildings, which replaced section 98 of the
Condominium Act, 1998 (for EVCS
applications only). The intent was to
promote electric vehicles by making it
easier for both condominium boards
of directors and unit owners to install
an EVCS and prohibit condominium
boards of directors from arbitrarily
refusing to allow them.
This article provides an introductory guide for the two main types of

EVCS installations:

1. By the condominium corporation
on the common elements for
shared use.
2. By unit owners in their own
parking spaces.
We will also provide practical advice
so that you can be well-prepared for the
growing demand for electric vehicle
charging in multiple-dwelling residential buildings.
EVCS Installations by
Condominium Corporations
on the Common Elements
for Shared Use
Under the 2018 EVCS regulations,
if the cost of the EVCS installation is
less than 10% of the common expense
budget, then a 60-day notice to owners
must be given, but there is no opportunity for owners to request a vote of

owners on the proposed installation.
However, if the installation cost is
greater than 10% of the common expense
budget, then a 60-day notice to owners
is required and owners have 60 days to
request a vote of owners (a simple majority vote). If owners do not request a vote
within the 60-day notice period, then the
installation may proceed.
Additional factors may apply in rare
circumstances, so we recommend that
any condominium corporation that
intends to install a common element
charging station seek assistance from its
condominium lawyer when preparing
the appropriate notice to owners.
EVCS Installations by
Unit Owners in Their Own
Parking Space
The most common type of EVCS
installation is by a unit owner in their
65

own parking space. For these EVCS installations, there is a 2-step approval process.
Unit Owner Installations, Step 1: The
unit owner must submit a written application. The owner’s application must
describe the installation and include relevant drawings and the scope of work. A
sample application and response form are
available on the Condominium Authority of Ontario (CAO) website. However,
most condominium corporations prefer
to create their own application/response
form with the assistance of legal counsel
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and pre-approved EVCS drawings and
scope of work with the assistance of a
qualified EVCS contractor.
Having your own pre-approved EVCS
document package customized to your
building will make the review process
much easier and less costly for all parties.
Upon receiving the unit owner’s
application, the condominium corporation must check it for completeness “as
soon as reasonably possible.” As a rule
of thumb, we suggest that applications
be checked for completeness within one

week of receipt, ideally sooner.
If the application form is complete,
then the condominium corporation
must assess and respond to the application within 60 days of receipt. If a
condominium corporation does not
respond to the owner’s application
within the 60-day time limit, then the
application is deemed to be approved.
There are three possible responses to a
unit owner’s EVCS application:
(a) Approve the application without
changes.
(b) Approve the application with
changes: The condominium corporation
may require that the EVCS be installed in
a different manner or in a different location to prevent a significant interference
with another owner’s use and enjoyment of the property, or if the specific
method of installation or location would
contravene the corporation’s governing
documents. When requiring changes to
an installation, the proposed changes
cannot result in any unreasonable additional cost to the unit owner, and the
corporation must provide the owner with
new drawings showing how the altered
EVCS installation is to be carried out.
(c) Reject the application: An application may only be rejected if the
condominium corporation has obtained
a report of a qualified professional stating
that the proposed EVCS: (1) contravenes
electrical safety legislation; (2) will
adversely affect the structural integrity
of the building; (3) poses a serious risk to
health and safety; or (4) poses a serious
risk of damage to property. A copy of the
expert report showing why the application
has been rejected must be provided to the
owner at the time of rejecting the application (except in very rare circumstances).
Unit Owner Installations, Step 2: The
EVCS Installation Agreement. Within 90
days of approving the unit owner’s EVCS
application (with or without changes),
the unit owner and the condominium
corporation must enter into a written
agreement that:
• Describes the manner of the
installation.
• Allocates the cost of the
installation.
• Sets out who is responsible for
the use, operation, repair after
damage, maintenance, and
insurance of the EVCS, and the
cost of same.
• Sets out who is responsible for the

cost of preparing and registering
the installation agreement on title
to the owner’s unit.
• Specifies who owns the EVCS.
• Describes the cessation of the use
and operation of the EVCS and, if
necessary, the termination of the
agreement.
The EVCS installation agreement
should be prepared with the assistance
of a condominium lawyer, and in this
regard, most corporations opt for a preapproved “fill-in-the-blank” agreement.
The signed installation agreement is
then registered on title to the owner’s
condominium unit as soon as reasonably possible, at which time the EVCS
installation can finally proceed.
Dispute Resolution, Cost
Recovery, and Concluding
Remarks
Disputes between condominium
corporations and unit owners regarding a unit owner’s EVCS proposed
installation are subject to mandatory
mediation/arbitration under section
132 of the Condominium Act, 1998.
Disputes are relatively rare and can often

be avoided by ensuring that both the
condominium corporation and the unit
owner have an adequate understanding
of the approval process at the outset.
Another important consideration is
that a condominium corporation cannot
require a unit owner to reimburse the
cost of having a qualified engineer review
the owner’s application as a condition of
granting approval. This is because, unless
the parties specifically agree otherwise,
the unit owner and the condominium
corporation are each responsible for
bearing their own costs of any step that
they are respectively required to complete
in this regulatory scheme.
If there is no pre-approved EVCS
drawings and scope of work available,
then this means that a unit owner must
incur the cost of creating his or her own
custom drawings and scope of work,
and then the condominium corporation must incur the cost of having its
engineer review them.
To avoid these potentially significant
costs, we recommend that condominium
corporations pro-actively establish a preapproved EVCS drawing and scope of
work from an approved contractor. This

pre-approved installation plan should be
provided in advance to any owner who is
interested in installing an EVCS in their
own parking space. We also recommend
having a pre-approved fill-in-the-blank
application/response form and installation agreement for the same reason.
In conclusion, we hope that this
how-to guide will allow condominium
managers and boards of directors to
approach the growing demand for electric vehicle charging confidently and in
compliance with the legislative scheme.
Anticipating future demand and having
a pre-approved document package available for owners will help to avoid disputes
and reduce costs for all parties. n
Bradley Chaplick, B.Comm, JD, of
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP, practices in
all areas of condominium law and has
represented clients at all levels of Ontario’s civil courts and appeals. Bradley
frequently acts as a chairperson for
condominium meetings and provides
advice and written opinions to condominium boards of directors. He can be
reached at bchaplick@hldlawyers.com.
hldlawyers.com
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Manager of the Year
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Bes Kondi, RCM
I am honoured and thankful to have been chosen as the
recipient of ACMO’s Leader of the Year for 2021. This year has
come with many challenges for RCMs, and members of our
communities, as we continue to navigate these unprecedented
times. Receiving the award has caused me to reflect on not only
this year but what has led me to where I am today.
I stumbled into my career in condominium management
mainly on the recommendation of people who knew me well.
I had a background in general construction based on my
family’s business, plus I worked as a sales manager for over
ten years. While these roles helped prepare me to be an RCM,
there was still a prodigious amount that I needed to learn. I
owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to many of my Del RCM
colleagues, District Manager and District Accountant, who
taught me the ropes and mentored me early on.
My philosophy lies in creating a local community atmosphere. I always encourage residents to feel very comfortable
approaching me with any needs or issues they may have, which
I try my best to satisfy. This creates a happy community, but it

also creates a high level of trust between myself and the residents. Building community relationships has helped make it
easier to implement policies and changes during the volatility
of the last two years.
Being an RCM is a career that I have become very passionate about as it constantly provides me with opportunities for
growth and development. Every day can present a new challenge
to overcome while learning something new in the trade. DEL
Property Management has always fostered an atmosphere that
encourages their property managers to innovate and strive to go
above and beyond to achieve the best results for their clients and
communities. I am grateful to have found a career that allows
me to learn new ways to push myself while serving others.
Not only does this award reassure me that I have found
a career that compliments my skills, but it also serves as a
motivator that encourages me to continue to strive for excellence and to uphold the values and standards of ACMO. I
look forward to the challenges and learning opportunities
this New Year brings. n
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SPOTLIGHT
SPOTLIGHT
Shining a light on an ACMO 2000 Certified
Management Firm choosing to offer a higher
standard of service to elevate their business.
Achieving the ACMO 2000 Certified designation in 2012
for gold standards in property management was a success we
celebrated at The Enfield Group.
Certification by our peers in the Ontario
condominium management industry adds
another layer of professional standard,
expectation and integrity to our team.
The meticulous auditing process through
Greg Fraleigh an independent, third-party auditor is an
opportunity to review where we stand with
our internal processing systems to be sure we are applying
best practices. The accountability resulting from the auditing
process ensures we are working to the very best of our ability
to serve our clients and the properties we manage.
The auditing process is something to be welcomed. It is a
multi-faceted approach to ensuring each layer of the company
is working with a common goal in mind. Do we understand
our customers’ needs? Are we nurturing leadership through
all aspects of the company? Are we applying a systematic
approach to property management? Displaying the ACMO
2000 Certified logo on our website and communication
materials is a visual cue that we are invested in the property
management industry and looking to improve continually.
Early in my career as a Property Manager with The Enfield
Group—before receiving my RCM designation—we were not
successful in winning a promising new contract simply because
I was not yet fully qualified. The Board of Directors wanted
to see that I cared enough to make an effort and demonstrate
the additional commitment needed to achieve the Registered
Condominium Manager accreditation. Despite acknowledging
that my experience and skill set was more than adequate to have
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initially won the contract, it was important for the Board that
my qualifications matched that of my working knowledge. The
same principle applies to the ACMO 2000 Certified designation—we are showing our clients that we care enough to take
the extra step and are willing to be held accountable.
One of the single-most-important strengths in the property
management industry is the ability to adapt to change. Through
applying the principles found in the ACMO 2000 Certification Manual, The Enfield Group fosters a guided approach
to efficient and effective condominium management, with a
process-driven approach to the workflow. Being an accredited
ACMO 2000 Certified member means we are continually looking to align our processes to ensure the best possible results.
Over the past few years, the Condominium Authority of
Ontario (CAO) and governing bodies have demanded—rightfully so—that property management firms provide transparency
and credibility. Now, more than ever, the absence of the initials
‘RCM’ after a Property Manager title stands out like a red flag.
A Board of Directors looks to their Property Manager for guidance. As an ACMO 2000 Certified company, we stand with the
assurance that we have a motivated and committed organization
providing support, knowledge, adaptability, and a consistently
positive approach to the property management role. The sky’s
the limit for The Enfield Group. n
Greg Fraleigh, RCM, is President of The Enfield Group Inc.
and has worked in property management since the 1970s. Having purchased the family business in 2000, he is now the third
generation Fraleigh to continue the legacy in property development and management throughout the Golden Horseshoe.
enfield.net

